A COMPANY OF
MONTANA TECH COMPONENTS AG

ASTA – Copper components
for energy generation and energy
transmission

“ASTA has become synonymous with high
quality copper components that are used
exclusively for generators and transformers
in the high-energy sector. 'ASTA inside' stands
for highest quality and reliability of our
customers' products.”
HEINZ RIEDLER, CEO
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MICHAEL TOJNER
Founder and majority shareholder
of Montana Tech Components AG

When we founded Montana Tech Components AG in 2006, we committed to
positioning “ hidden champions” with a growth strategy for global competition and
developing them into world market leaders in their respective sectors. Montana Tech
Components AG has been the proud owner of the ASTA Group since 2012.

With around 20% world market share and around 40% market share
in Europe, ASTA is among the market leaders in manufacturing
components made of copper for the transformer and generator
industry. We want to continue to strengthen this market position
and to expand it through targeted investments in research and development as well as innovations in alternate sectors.
ASTA sees itself as a partner to the world's biggest manufacturers of
transformers and generators. We are delighted to consider 90% of

our customers to be regular customers. This is a strong indication of
the quality of our products and the reliability of our services.
Besides the head office in Oed, ASTA has locations in India, China
und Brazil. Locations in the USA and Asia are to follow in the next
years in order to supply our customers locally in the best possible
way with quality products from ASTA.

ASTA GROUP
ASTA
AUSTRIA
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ASTA
INDIA

ASTA
CHINA

ASTA
BRAZIL

HEINZ RIEDLER,
CEO ASTA GROUP

“ASTA has become synonymous with high quality copper components that
are used exclusively for generators and transformers in the high-energy sector.
'ASTA inside' stands for highest quality and reliability of our customers'
products.”

In the past decades ASTA has built up a global reputation as a quality,
technology and innovation leader in the area of copper supplies for
generators and transformers for the high-energy sector. Today, we
supply the global market from four locations on three continents.
Our aim is to continuously expand the partnerships with our customers and to establish new cooperation. We are seeking to become
the biggest possible part of the constantly changing and growing
market for electrical energy. We want to achieve this through the
further development of our product portfolio and setting up new
new products segments.
Our focus on top-quality brings indispensable added value for our
customers. Numerous patents and long-lasting partnerships with the
global top-manufacturer in the transformation and generator industry
confirm our strategy. Through proximity to our customers we always
seek to improve our service.

Our employees are and have always been the key factor in creating
customer benefit. We do everything possible to further enhance this
component of our competitiveness. Through continuous training
and education, as well as performance-oriented corporate culture, we
create an environment which empowers our employees to apply their
know-how, competences and engagement to our customers' benefit.
This allows our customers to completely rely on ASTA and its
products.
The requirements of our customers are always in the center of our
actions. Our dedication to top quality, our expertise and ongoing
innovation are the basis for further growth and the expansion of our
market position. This allows us to maintain the reliable premiumpartnership with our customers also in the coming years.
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“Financial efficiency achieved through the
combination of proximity to and understanding
of the customer, operating excellence, quality
awareness and a forward-looking owner.”
HEINZ RIEDLER, CEO

Company Profile

ASTA is a market leader in the production of
copper components for transformers and
generators in the high-energy sector.
TOP QUALIT Y FROM AUSTRIA
FOR MORE THAN 200 YEARS.

PARTNER OF THE WORLD'S BIGGEST MANUFACTURERS
OF TRANSFORMERS AND GENERATORS

ASTA manufactures high-quality insulated winding material made
of copper for use in electrical machinery in the high-energy sector,
so-called conductors (CTC) for transformers, and Roebel bars for
generators.

Large global enterprises such as ABB, SIEMENS, General Electrics,
SMIT/SGB, and CG-Power, are satisfied repetitive customers of
ASTA. The company focusses on quality and not on volume. That way,
ASTA is capable of filling individual customer requests promptly and
offering customized solutions Due to many years of experience in the
production of winding material made of copper and the industrial
processes necessary for this, ASTA always finds the best possible
solution for its customers.

Round wire is produced at four locations in Austria, India, China
and Brazil at a dimension that is specified by the customer. It is
formed accurately down to one hundredth of a millimeter, insulated
with special enamel, paper or a netting tape and transposed to CTCs.
SELECTION OF OUR LONG -STANDING CUSTOMERS

BUSINESS UNITS

COMPONENTS
FOR
GENERATORS

COMPONENTS
FOR
TRANSFORMERS

COMPONENTS
FOR MOTORS

SPECIAL
PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS
—— Single and

—— Roebel bars

multi-conductors
—— CTC
—— Insulated wire
—— Stranded wire
—— Non-insulated wire
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—— Components for high
and low voltage enginges
—— Products for e-mobility

—— Bare couper round wires
—— Enameled copper round wires

Locations
ASTA components are produced worldwide in four locations. The
company headquarters and the strategic management are located
in Oed, Lower Austria. In order to be closer to customers, plants
were added in the growth markets of Asia and South America: in
2005 and 2007 plants were built in China and India; in 2015 ASTA
acquired a plant in Brazil.

Oed

Austria

–– Head office
–– Production
–– Sales
–– F&E

Cerquilho

Brazil

Vadodara

India

Baoying

–– Production

–– Production

–– Production

–– Sales

–– Sales

–– Sales

–– Industrial applications

–– Technology

–– Global Sourcing

China
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Management
All four locations have highly experienced management teams, leading around
1,000 employees worldwide. The organization is characterized by open
communication through all levels and locations, continuous transfer of
know-how and best-practices, as well as permanent improvement measures.

HEINZ RIEDLER,
CEO ASTA GROUP

MANAGEMENT OF THE ASTA GROUP:

MANAGEMENT TEAM:

Heinz Riedler

Christian Grosspointner
Jerry Chan
Ervin Tang
Nirmit Jha
Marcelo Porsch
Helena Bianqui

CEO

SUPERVISORY BOARD:

Michael Tojner
Herbert Roth
Frank Dieter Maier
Martin Ohneberg
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Managing Director ASTA Elektrodraht GesmbH
Managing Director ASTA Conductors Co. Ltd.
Managing Director Conductors Co. Ltd
Managing Director India Private Limited
Managing Director PPE Fios Emsaltados S.A.
Managing Director PPE Fios Emsaltados S.A.

ASTA – A story of innovation
for more than 200 years

THE HISTORY OF ASTA

At the end of the 18th century, the Englishman Matthäus Rosthorn
opened a metal button factory in Vienna and thereby introduced
industrial copper manufacturing in Austria. Within a few years, his
company became one of the leaders in all of Europe. Due to the
strong demand and related increased production capacities, he had
to transfer his operations to Piestingtal in 1814. ASTA was born.
In 1900, the industrialist family Stein took over the company. It
produced insulated wires and cables made of copper and alloys
and had therefore specialized in supplying the energy market.

From 1920 on, wires and windings for dynamos, motors and transformers as well as transmission lines were produced.
After the complete destruction at the end of World War II, the plant
was rebuilt by Leopold Stein jun.
In 1970, ASTA was acquired by “Österreichische Kabel- und Drahtwerke AG (KDAG)” and was subsequently owned by various companies and was a part of former VA Tech Group. In 2004, the Chinese
Metrod Group took over the company and added factories in China
and India. Since 2012, ASTA has been owned by Montana Tech
Components, which is focusing on a sustainable growth strategy.

INNOVATIONS AND PATENTS

ASTA develops products together with its customers. This close
cooperation has resulted in a wide range of innovations and patents.
In 1973, the first twisted conductor production in Central Europe
went into operation in Oed and expanded for large twisted conductor
production one decade later. This made ASTA the only player at the
time that was able to twist up to 80 single conductors.
In the middle of the 1980s, ASTA developed a process for automatic
production of Roebel bars for generators for energy production,
which made ASTA the European-wide market leader in this segment
today.
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Various other patented developments like the netting tape CTC
or Epoxy 2 and 3 contributed significantly to making the production of electrical energy and its distribution more efficient and
environmental-friendly.
ASTA will use its strength and commitment also in the future for
the benefit of its customers to develop customized and innovative
solutions together with them, which enables them to succeed in the
global markets.

2017
Expansion India

2015
Acquisition of PPE Fios
Esmaltados S.A., Brazil

2014
200 years of ASTA

2012
Montana Tech Components
AG takes over ASTA Austria,
China and India

2009
Commercial production
in the ASTA plant in India

2008
Commercial production
in the new plant in China

2007
Founding of
ASTA India

2005
Founding of ASTA China

2004
Takeover by METROD

1994
Netting tape CTC

1989
Takeover by different companies
EEV, T&D Group of VA Tech

1986
Roebel bar manufacturing
for generators

1970
Takeover by KDAG – ELIN – ÖIAG

1946
1945

Rebuilding by Leopold STEIN jun.

Second World War –
the company was completely destroyed

1900
Takeover by Leopold STEIN
– renaming to ASTA

1814
Founding of “Metallfabrik Oed”
(Matthäus von Rosthorn)

Competencies

ASTA PROMOTES
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

QUALIT Y A QUESTION OF THE INSULATION

ASTA mainly produces continuously transposed conductors (transformers) and Roebel bars (generators) as well as special products by customer request. Today, the efficiency of transformers is
around 99%. Nevertheless, there are still new ideas that improve
the final product even more. The focus on constant further development in cooperation with the customer creates new criteria,
thus setting highest quality standards for the entire industry. Many
of the products offered in the world market come from ASTA.

What makes a copper wire into a copper wire that is capable of
high-performance for generators with a capacity of up to 800 MW?
The insulation. ASTA develops special enamels in the in-house lab at
the company headquarters in accordance with individual customer
requests. The right enamel is decisive for the efficiency of transformers, which are capable of supplying electricity to large cities like
Vienna.

About ASTA
ASTA products are integrated
into the biggest transformers and
generators. Examples include
the Three Gorges Dam in China,
the world's biggest hydroelectric
power station.

The service life of a transformer
depends on the quality of the
insulation. Therefore, 80% of the
necessary insulation is applied
in the ASTA plant.

90% of ASTA customers are
longstanding regular customers of the company.

ASTA has an approximate 40%
share of the European market and
around 20% world market share.
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Numerous patents have arisen
from the close working relationship
with our customers, for example
the netting tape or the TG continuously
transposed conductors.

Industrial growth strategy
The conscious decision to top-quality, the clear aim to ongoing
improvement of products and processes, as well as the technical
know-how of the employees are the most important pillars of our
strategy for a long-term growth strategy.
TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP AND INCREASING
CUSTOMER BENEFIT

OBJECTIVE

The foremost objective is to maintain and continue to develop
our technical superiority in CTC business with innovative quality
products. Our electrical components can be integrated in the best
possible way in the value creation chain of our buyers and thereby
increase the customer's benefit.

Our long-term objective is to expand market shares through organic
growth in our core business and to tap into new growth markets that
we currently do not service. In order to secure our successful path in
the future as well, we want to establish additional alternate product
and customer segments.

“Energy revolution is one of the biggest challenges
of the 21st century. As innovation and quality
leader we develop and produce together with
our partners and customers the best solutions to
create efficient and sustainable networks.”
HEINZ RIEDLER, CEO
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Finishing Steps
ASTA is a manufacturer of high-quality winding material for large electrical
machinery such as transformers and generators. Starting with continuous cast wire
rod, high-precision flat conductors are produced in bare wire manufacturing. After
insulating the single conductors, they are finished further into continuously transposed conductors, Roebel bars, single and multiple conductors with a great variety of
insulation systems.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Quality is placed at he heart of the manufactruing process. It applies not only to the product,
but also to all business practices, which are the subject to ongoing quality control.
ASTA has the latest inspection and measuring equipment.

BARE WIRE
MANUFACTURING

High-quality copper continuous
cast wire rod is the beginning of
the manufacturing process.
The copper wire is pre-drawn
round and then rolled into
high-precision flat wires in
accordance with the respective
customer specification.
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ENAMEL INSULATION

Insulation of the copper wire is
a core process. The insulation
determines the service life of the
final product to a great extent.
Enamel insulation systems are
further developed either in-house
or together with the suppliers.

ASTA - ENERGY TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS

TRANSPOSING

Compactness, dimensional
accuracy and easy winding of
the bundle of conductors are
the most important criteria in the
production of CTCs.
ASTA's own CTC head allows
transposing for extreme dimensions and short transposing
lengths.

OTHER INSULATION
SYSTEMS

ASTA also offers suitable insulation systems for the greatest
variety of applications.
Besides enamel, ASTA also
offers insulation with special
paper, films, continuous glass
yarn or a combination of them.

ASTA - ENERGY TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS
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Products

ASTA products are used worldwide in transformers and
generators and guarantee functionality, a long service life
and first-class quality.

For transformers:
CONTINUOUSLY TRANSPOSED
CONDUCTORS AND MULTIPLE
CONDUCTORS (CTC)
CTCS for power transformers
for all applications.

Special products:
FOR EXTREME CASES
ASTA can offer cooling duct CTSs
with built-in cooling ducts.
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For generators:
ROEBEL BARS
MECHANICALLY PRO DUCED ROEBEL BARS are a
guarantee of quality, precision
and cost reduction.

For industrial applications:
COPPER ROUND WIRE
BARE OR ENAMELED, for engines,
compressors, white goods and automotive
applications.

ASTA - ENERGY TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS
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Areas of Application

POWER GENERATION
Power generators
POWER TRANSMISSION
Power transformers

POWER TRANSMISSION
Machine transformers (GSU)

ASTA PRODUCTS ARE
DIVERSE AND OMNIPRESENT
Starting with energy generation, ASTA Roebel
bars are used for generator windings.
Transformers of the medium to high
performance classes are equipped with
ASTA continuously transposed conductors for
energy transmission over long distances.
Other applications for ASTA components
are, for example, industrial and traction
transformers, large motors for paper machines
and pumping systems and wind power
generators.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION
Power transformers

COMPONENTS FOR
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
SOLUTIONS
Wind power, e-mobility

ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS
Railway transformers,
engines, compressors,
white goods and automotive
applications

ASTA - ENERGY TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS
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Montana Tech Components

The ASTA Group has belonged to Montana Tech Components AG as a
part of the Industrial Components division since 2012. Their associated
companies are world and/or technology leaders in their niche markets.

VARTA AG

VARTA AG is active in the business segments “Microbatt eries”
and “Power & Energy” through
its operating subsidiaries VARTA
Microbattery GmbH and VARTA
Storage GmbH. The Group
develops and produces micro
batteries, lithium-ion battery
packs and stationar y energy
storage systems for households and
commercial applications.

UAC UND ALU MENZIKEN
EX TRUSION

The companies in the Montana
Aerospace Components division are leading manufacturers
of aluminum profiles and readyto-install components for the
aerospace and other industries
worldwide.

Montana Tech Components GmbH
Mariahilfer Strasse 1/Getreidemarkt 17
A-1060 Vienna, Austria
Tel: +43 1 961 0692 / Fax: +43 1 961 0832
office@montanatechcomponents.com
www.montanatechcomponents.com
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ALPINE METAL TECH

ALUFLEXPACK AND ASTA

In the Montana Metal Tech
division, Alpine Metal Tech is a
world market leader in the field of
product identification and special
machinery for the metallurgical
industry and aluminum wheel
production. It is known worldwide as a full-liner for engineering,
manufacturing, sales, and service.

Utilizing the industrial expertise
of the Montana Group, Industrial
Components develops and pools
the resources of industrial companies with potential. It provides
strategic support and investments
in innovative products, sales, and
R&D to promote these companies’
growth and support their market
positions.

Montana Tech Components AG
Alte Aarauerstrasse 11
CH-5734 Reinach, Switzerland
Tel: +41 62 765 2500 / Fax: + 41 62 765 2510
office@montanatechcomponents.com
www.montanatechcomponents.com

CONTACT
HEADQUARTER

ASTA Energy Transmission Components GmbH
Oed 1
A-2755 Oed/Bezirk Wiener Neustadt
Austria
Tel: +43 (0) 2632 700
FN 271337a
LG Wiener Neustadt
www.asta.at
AUSTRIA

ASTA Elektrodraht GmbH
Oed 1
A-2755 Oed/Bezirk Wiener Neustadt
AUSTRIA
Tel: +43 (0) 2632 700
www.asta-austria.com
CHINA

ASTA CONDUCTORS CO. LTD
No. 62 Taishan Road, Baoying,
Jiangsu Province,
P.R. China 225800
www.asta-china.com
INDIA

ASTA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 725
GIDC Manjusar, Tal. Savli
Dist. Vadodara – 391 775 Gujarat
India
www.asta-india.com
BRAZIL

PPE FIOS ESMALTADOS S.A.
Av. Primeiro de Maio
1835 Bairro Estiva
18520-000 Cerquilho – SP
Brazil
www.asta-brazil.com

